Dodge caravan front suspension diagram

Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our
lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than
three repairs. To see how frequently Dodge Grand Caravan problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. All years. Grand Caravan. Dodge Grand Caravan repairs by problem area.
Dodge Grand Caravan suspension repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried
about potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs
made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Dealer
replaced stabilizer end links under warranty. There was also rattling in the rear. Suspect loose
struts. Dealer replaced on warranty. Dealer spent about 1. Required second trip for repair.
Update: within km, the noise has returned. Actually was fixed briefly. Either more defective
shocks, or was something else disturbed when shocks were replaced. Warranty now over.
Noisier than my 19 year old Civic with k on the odometer. Still original rear suspension there.
Rear suspension is finally quiet! I thought it was just a low speed noise before, but it seems
notably quieter on the highway as well. Pleasantly surprised. Hopefully these last longer. Mopar
units would not self extend upon removal, even though they are labeled as gas charged. Dealer
replaced one rear shock absorber, which cured the problem. Out of warranty on suspension, so
I will replace myself. This is the 3rd or 4th time shocks have gotten noisy. Wheel alignment
re-done - car pulled badly to the left after previous attempt. Nothing found, tires rotated DNS
balanced, vibration did not improve. Replaced at no cost to me. I had not noticed the leak but
the dealer reported it to me when I took it in for an oil change. Required total hub replacement.
Replacement by dealership estimated at before taxes. I took it to a private repair shop and it was
repaired for including taxes. Dealer replaced under warrany. Replaced right front wheel bearing.
Dealer replaced 2 front shock-absorbers and 2 links. It took 6 hours. Before replaced power
steering pump but same sound. Now replaced transmission bearings. Still same sound.
Replaced power steering fluid by myself. Problem solved. Had an alignment when finishef.
Broken rear shock. Sound like something was garbing the wheel when braking. All Power
steering fluid drained from system. Had to replace with new hose. Took it to the dealer-they
gave me another van to drive during repair. They found a bad LH wheel bearing which was
replaced the same day. I replaced the hose. Replaced stabilizer bar links. Replaced shock
absorbers. Replaced both front hub assemblies because I prefer to replaces front end parts in
pairs. NOTE: Bad bearings are a known issue on these vans with an extended warranty to 90,
miles. Front suspension clunking going over bumps. Replaced stabilizer bar bushings.
Replaced stabilizer bar links Moog Lifetime Warranty. Power steering leak caused whine. Took it
to quick oil change for top up, diagnosed leaky line. Appointment set for the following month for
repair. I don't know how long that repair was, but tires and Wheel Bearing repair took less than
two hours. Great work. My van is much quieter now! Replaced frt shocks. Wear item. Dealer did
not want to fix under warranty. Dealer finally flushed and refilled Power Steering pump, could
not find leak. Clamp replaced, problem returned one week later. Currently awaiting part to arrive
to fix again. All lines had to be replaced after dealer attempted to just replace clamps. Leaks
kept appearing. Wheel hub replaced on right side, now left side needs to be replaced. Entire
driver side wheel hub replaced, passenger side replaced month previous. I was on vacation and
went to a dealer that was 50 miles away from where I was staying. They immediately found a
bad left front wheel bearing, but had to order it. They replaced the left front wheel bearing at
miles. The mechanic said it was trashed. Easy replacement. Steering hose broken - was
replaced. Second power steering repair in recent months. Both front wheel bearings were
replaced. No cost to owner. There was squeaking coming from the wheels. The technican
determined it was tires. The sweaking still continues. I can't affort to go again. Took car to
dealership, said it was driver's rear shock leaking and replaced. They did a safety inspection
and checked all 4 tires for any issues. They could not find what was causing the problem and
said the tires were fine. This repair visit was Jan Goodyear tire belt had separated on driver's
front tire. The mechanic said that the pump was most likely damaged because of the lack of
fluid during the period when the reservoir screen was partially blocked. Replaced power
steering fluid reservoir because the screen inside was plugged. An alignment was required.
Shop diagnosed front wheel bearing, after replacement wobble went away. Also, replace EGR
valve. Front end noisy. The sway bar bushings were making noise so I got those too. Two more
parts need to be replaced on both sides for the alignment to be 'as correct as it can be made'.
Rather lousy alignment discovery since vehicle was marketed as not needing any alignments
when first sold in ! Right front outer tie rod worn - failed inspection and replaced under
warranty. They couldn't find anything wrong. Fluid level stayed full no leaks. Vehicle has only
24k miles but is 3 mos. The mechanic noted that the PS pump was OK, rather, the steering rack
was bad leaking oil. I was aware,from reading this website,that this whining may appear at
about this mileage. Power steering fluid added. Noise gone, but slowly returning. Suspect

power steering failure in near future? Wheel bearing not in stock, ordered that day. Part arrived
three business days later, installed a week after problem initially identified. Sheared off right
below the top steering bearing. Had the car towed to a loca Pep Boys, which installed loaded
struts on both sides and aligned the car. Replaced sway bar end links, which had torn open
rubber boots on both sides. The repair addressed the sway bar ends' contribution to the noise,
but there were still other worn parts making noise. After replacing the sway bar end links and
sway bar bushings, the car still made popping noises driving over bumps. Further diagnosis
was that the struts were starting to separate from their upper mounts, as well as worn lower ball
joints necessitating replacement of the complete control arms, lower engine mount, and rear
shocks, spring bushings and shackle mounts. Clogged screen in power steering fluid reservoir
caused the problem. Cleaned the screen and noise went away. A special shim kit had to be
ordered from Dodge to correct the angle of the rear tires. The shop said it was either the struts
or a cheaper part and we tried the cheaper part first. This seemed to help the noise quite a bit.
Part was replaced. I took the van to a dealer and the high pressure line was successfully
replaced. Never seen a leak so understand where it goes. Power Steering fluid was low. I elected
not to repair it. I will sell the vehicle. Replaced with new spring and strut assembly. This same
"thump" was present around 35K miles and was the result of a bad tie rod on the passenger
side. Worse when you hit a bump. Replaced struts and strut mounts. Vehicle was then aligned.
TSB from Chrysler indicated that problem could be plugged resoirvoir. Replace P. Did not
duplicate for dealer service. Was told not an issue with power steering since it was intermittent.
Did not fix problem - returned to dealer next day. Only needed to by tightened. Dealer replaced
entire rack and pinion. Carpet was stained from the leak, the didn't clean it despite my
complaint. Steering is much smoother! Driver side bolt was rusted to the shock and I had to cut
the bolt out. Replaced with Dodge OEM bolt. New KYB struts were installed. One was broken
and making a loud banging noise when car drove over bumps in road. Replaced both sides.
Clunking sound from actuation of front suspension. Upon further investigation. Major issues.
Front struts were missing bushings, too. So had the rack and pinion unit replaced. Bushings on
struts replaces. An front alignment done and a TBS taken care of. Told it was not a safety issue.
Decided to ignore because lease ends soon. Needed more than an alignment. Covered under
parts warranty. Traded van instead. Told them no go and took it home. Purchased new reservoir
and installed. Idler bearing failing and belt cracking, also replaced p. Reservoir and replaced p. I
added Power Steering Fluid and the noise stopped. Sound would disappear at higher speeds
eg. Dealer fixed front lower control arm bushing and lubed sway bar bushings. Brought van
back the following week due to creaking sound in front end. Their idea to fix was to apply
grease on the rubber bushing that connects the stabilizer bar to the frame. Rubber bushing
popped out and stabilizer bar shifted to the right. Had to gingerly drive to local repair shop.
They were able to fasten the bushing around the stabilizer bar but cautioned that due to wear on
the clamp, it could pop out again. New quick struts, sway bar link and bushings, new control
arms, balljoints and bushings. Great trouble getting the bolts out that holds the sub frame to the
chassis. Had to cut and drill them - eight hours for this alone. Diagnosed online as either sway
bar bushings or sway bar links. Replaced both items on both sides front. Hub had to be
replaced at their expense by mechanical shop next door. They were OK. Leaking fluid caused
sway bar bushings to fail. Replaced Power Steering resevoir and drained as much of the old
fluid as possible and replaced with ATF4. Drives like new now. Worse on braking. Balanced
wheels, rotated tires, new wheel hub one side, new brake rotors, pads, alignment, high speed
balance of all wheels. Found one tire "running out", put on rear. Dealer warrantied pump. I gave
my approval for the shop to replace the part. Clunking noise finally fixed. I went to a new
mechanic and told them the story. This mechanic found a leak from a power steering hose that
was shorting out a sensor. Now all seems OK. Replacing bushing fixed it. Refused to have the
work done. Had to replace the hose and refill with fluid. Needed to be changed with an
alignment after. I put some fluid in and returned home. The power steering return line was
leaking at the cooler so I replaced it and refilled the system. Started van and could not find any
leak. Tires were fairly new, van drove straight as an arrow. Easily diagnosed as wheel bearing
but entire wheel hub with bearing was replaced. Had garage replace with my parts: Wheel
bearing, rotors and brakes. Wheel bearing took garage all day. Was really bad. Almost K so no
surprise. Purchased parts from Rockauto online, shop used for labor only. Asked dealer to
diagnose issue as it failed shortly after being replaced under warranty. Nothing done or
reported to me. No cause found. Still happens in Paint blistering at fuel filler door. Repaired
under warranty. Intermittent panel lights. Told this is "normal". Smell still persists. System Bled.
Rough transmission shifts. Told this is normal. Flashing panel lights. Wind noise. Moved cargo
rack bars. Recall Door Locks done. Noted to dealer repair history. Removed and replaced. Took
about 45 minutes. Anti-sway bar was also replaced. About 2 hrs for repair work. Air compressor

needed replacing. Replaced power steering resevoir. Problem fixed. Caused slow turning when
at a standstill. Steering reservoir had to be replaced. After 6 months steering was slow and
noisy. Required power steering reservoir replacement again. Obtained replacement kit from
OEM and installed it myself. This repair seems to be required every 12 to 18 months on my
vehicle. Installed new complete strut assembly which included coil spring, upper mount,
damper, and bearing. New line installed for the steering fluid. Tightened clamp for the ATF leak.
Serpentine belt slipped off because of fluid leak. Pump was replaced and serpentine belt was re
installed. Pulley flew off. After initial repair I had to return because the steering lines leaked and
needed to be replaced. Checked strut and found it to be worn out. Replaced both front struts,
sway bar links and rear struts. Had front end aligned and tires rotated and balanced. I did the
repair myself and there is no more bumping under the floorboard. Relatively simple procedure.
One strut was leaking. I purchased a complete set of "quick struts" from Rockauto and installed
them. Clunking in front end is gone and ride and handling improved. Shop discovered both my
rear tires had nails in them and my right rear wheel bearing is bad. Replaced all 4 tires and
bearing. Towed to dealer to trade in on new Grand Caravan. Wheel alignment. Installed used
new condition complete strut assembly. Just have to get alignment checked. Mechanic had to
replace both pieces. Drives like a new car! See TrueDelta's information for all Minivans. See
TrueDelta's information for all Dodge models. Dodge Grand Caravan Suspension Problems See
our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than
three repairs. Rattle in front end. Dealer could not replicate. Had low frequency rattling noise
from rear suspension. Replaced rear shocks with Monroe OE Spectrum units. Rattle at low
speeds. Wheel alignment required after axle nut retorqued. Severe vibration In front end at
highway speeds. Will he Going back. Steering pump was leaking. They have my business.
Driver side wheel bearing was going, very loud humming. Replaced by shop. Control arm
bearings wore out. Left rear wheel bearing howling. Replaced noisy shocks. Right front wheel
bearing making noise. Power steering line developed leaks at crimp point - line had to be
replaced. Clicking noise from left driver side. Strange noise from engine side. Poor deale. A
squeak developed shortly after taking delivery.. Right rear wheel bearing replacement. Dealer
neglected to clamp power steering hose all the way from previous repair trip. Dealer previously
noticed small crack in power steering pressure hose crimp connection, and recommended
replacing it as it could blow at any time. Both rear shock absorbers worn affecting ride. Drivers
side front hub bearing making growling sound. Was noticing steering 'clunk' at low speeds.
While they were changing all 4 tires, per my request, the mechanic found my Right Wheel
Bearing, front, needed replacement. Power steering leaking replace rear hose still leaking
replaced pump. Power steering pump making noise, because it had lost fluid. Power steering
leak. Multiple Power Steering leaks. Bad bearings, very loud when driven. Terrible noise when
driving, afraid tire was going to fall off. Left inner tie-rod cracked, outer threads stretched. Both
inner and outer replaced. Replaced front wheel bearings - they were failing and were replaced
under un-documented warranty service. The same noise of problem 2 trip one got worse on
vacation. I replaced the stabilizer bar bushings and the left strut bearing was making a noise so
I replaced that also. Power steering was shot - no steering. Wheel bearing noise coming from
the left front wheel and right front wheel less noticeable on the right. The wheel ball bearings
were suspected of being damaged. When I had new tires installed on the van, the tire store told
me the passenger rear shock was leaking. I felt a vibration which started when I reached 60ir
mph. Had severe vibration, front end and constant pulling to the right. Severe vibration,
excessive road noise, hotbsmell in right wheel well. Dealership said drivers side bearing was
bad and replaced. I replaced the power steering reservoir myself because the power steering
was making a whining noise because the "filter" screen in the reservoir was partially blocked
this is a known issue with these vehicles. The power steering pump itself starting squealing
during the first couple of seconds after startup. Power steering growls after short time at
highway speeds. Noise from engine compartment for less than a minute on cold mornings.
Power steering pump worked intermittently. Oscillation in steering wheel most noticeable at
steady mph. Replaced front tie rod end to correct creaking sound when starting or stopping.
Front end alignment, requiring replacement of both inner tie rods, outer tie rod ends, camber
belt, shim and all 4 tires. Steering gear found to be leaking while car was in shop for L-O-F. Had
to replace the power steering motor due to whinning noise when hot. Right outer tie rod worn
out. Power steering pump began howling when vehicle is cold, also causing vibration through
the steering wheel. While in the shop for engine replacement, I asked about having the PS pump
replaced at the same time. Whining noise from front half of car. Tech noticed right rear wheel
bearing making noise while he was pulling van around to service bay for oil change. The front
left strut broke on the highway. Replaced inner tie-rod end, left side, which was finally loose
enough it would not pass inspection this year. Squeal from power steering pump. The

suspension was not properly aligned at the factory and could not be corrected with a standard
alignment causing uneven tire wear. The suspension made a loud scratcing noise when going
over even small bumps. When I attempted to stop the leak with Lucas it was not successful.
Both front swaybar endlinks, were replaced fixing a creaking sound coming from the front.
Power steering fluid is always low. Only problem. Replaced tie-rod end due to recommendation
when wear noticed when tires replaced. Vehicle was diagnosed as needing a new rack and
pinion assy. I have had a constant "thump" on the left side of my vehicle front tire area. Thump
on driver's side wheel area. Moaning noise from power steering. I had to use piece of plastic as
a spacer to fit the swaybar bushings tighter, noise was gone. Loud, intermittent whine from belt
side of motor. Filled it up - no proble. Brakes were pulsating - dealer said it was a front end
component. Component on suspension system loose and rattling. When making a slow right
turn, as in pulling into a parking space, the steering would grunt and rumble lightly. Rear sway
ba. Drained fluid and replaced power steering fluid reservoir built in filter to correct noisy power
steering. Front hub assembly left, sway bar frame bushing front kit, sway bar Link kit front right,
replace front Axle Universal joint, replaced front right bushing and bearing. The van had
developed a pull in the steering when hitting big bumps and an audible thunk. Replaced control
arms and subframe bushings since they were degraded and had marks from hitting adjacent
components. Sachs struts previously installed were making noise over bumps and the spring
isolators had slipped out from under the springs. Replace front strut and coil spring
assemblies. Right rear shock was leaking, no longer functional. Vehicle pulling to left or right.
See initial notes. Clunk noise from front suspension. Tie rod bushings. Mechanic said they
[stabilizer bar end links? Dealer replaced steering rack assembly. Front suspension noise.
Replaced sway bar links and bushings under warranty. Belt idler and belt. Sway bar bushings
loose causing a noise when going over bumps especially when it is cold outside. Whining Noise
Intermittent. Front driver's side wheel had grinding noise as it rotated through specific points
on the wheel. Dealer replaced Steering Rack. Rebuilt the front. Metal-on-metal clanking while
going over bumps, in a straight line. Tire shop cross-threaded 2 of 5 wheel nuts. Leaking
steering rack. Power steering filter in resevoir was getting clogged, noisy and steering that
required more effort. Increased vibration in front end. Groaning noise believed to be coming
from the power steering pump; pump replaced. Power steering pump leaking at bottom of
pump; pump was just replaced 10 months ago. Mechanic discovered a worn rear wheel bearing
while inspecting the vehicle. Shortly after my last repair, the check engine light came on again
4th time in 1 year. Replaced sway bar bushings, inner tie-rod, rear brakes and rotors, 4-wheel
alignment. Power steering failed at slow, turning speed three times during the month. Power
steering--broken hose leaked all the hydraulic fluid out. Heard noise when making LH turns. Left
front wheel bearing went bad. Replaced front struts and rear shocks. Right front stabilizer
control link replaced again! Power steering failure. Power steering pump noise. Discovered
loose left front outer tie rod end during routine annual safety inspection. Front suspension
bushings worn out, heard thumping noise when driving on rough roads. When trying to perform
a wheel alignment, shop noticed fron steering tie rod worn and needed replacement before they
could perform the alignment. Replaced worn sway bar bushings, also replaced brake rotors,
pads, calipers. Moaning sound at startup. The front sway bar bushings were worn out and
needed to be replaced on both the drivers and passengers sides. High pressure steering hose
failure which caused the loss of power assist. The stabilizer bars on both sides had come out of
their spots. Loud noise when turning wheel. Replaced power steering reservoir to eliminate
steering noise and shudder. Lost power steering fluid due to pin hole leak in rubber line at the
power steering cooler. Replaced both side sway bar links and bushings due to annoying
clunking noise from front suspension. Front struts seemed worn. Power steering pump was
leaking. Power Steering pump pulley bearing failed on the road. Noticed driver side front wheel
had a "hop" to it. Sway bar busings were worn out and needed replacing. Defective struts
purchased at Advance Auto Parts about 15 months ago. Noticed a loud noise and that the rear
end was real loose when cornering on the highway. Right front strut spring seat rusted and
dropped spring onto tire. Two pieces holding front end to chassis; one completely broken, the
other failed, but still attached. Dodge caravan worn sway bar bushingsend links may cause
noise in front suspension 49 reports. Dodge caravan suspension and steering. Dodge caravan
front suspension diagram. Learn about this problem why it occurs and how to fix it. Dodge neon
rear suspension diagram wiring schematic diagram i have a rubbing noise in the rear end of my
doge neon as i mazda miata rear suspension diagram i have a rubbing noise in the rear end of
my. Crown automotive is just the ticket if you want to get the most out of your vehicle as well as
revel in a more exciting driving experience. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Need a diagram for serpentine
belt dodge caravan 30 lieter. Has air but ran with seprate belt i have the belt diagram if you send

me your email and what information you have posted on here i will send you the diagram you
need. Dodge grand caravan front strut for stock height vehicles by crown. Dodge caravan parts
diagram suspension fro
mahindra 3016 problems
fish body parts diagram
off grid solar system wiring diagram
nt for dodge caravan mopar parts giant. To see how frequently dodge grand caravan problems
occur check out our car reliability stats. I need a labeled diagram for the front suspension for a
dodge grand caravan se 33 flex want to change struts ball joints tie rod ends and bushings the
have it alligned posted by alan saulen on mar 06 The dodge caravan has 16 nhtsa complaints
for the suspensionfront at miles average. Dodge grand caravan suspension problems. Find
everything you need for your air suspension repair and maintenance at strutmasters. Dodge
caravan and grand caravan suspension systems are great but when the dodge caravan and
grand caravan struts fail or the dodge caravan and grand caravan air springs go out its almost
impossible to drive. Not only is this a. Post a Comment. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer.

